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CS6640 Computational Photography

10. Light Field Photography
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• Photography involves choosing sets of rays at exposure time
camera location
camera direction
aperture size
field of view

• These decisions are about which rays to measure and how to 
group them together

Example: camera focused at infinity

Choices in ray space
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• Photography involves choosing sets of rays at exposure time
camera location
camera direction
aperture size
field of view

• These decisions are about which rays to measure and how to 
group them together

Choices in ray space
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Example: distant camera focused at reference plane
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• Photography involves choosing sets of rays at exposure time
camera location
camera direction
aperture size
field of view

• These decisions are about which rays to measure and how to 
group them together

Choices in ray space
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Example: camera focused at finite distance
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Not choosing
• Light field photography: do not choose rays at exposure time

• Measure all light available, without integrating
or at least, integrating as little as possible

• Measure light flowing along all rays entering the camera
• Do any desired integration later
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Radiance field
• Measure radiance with a detector like this:

• Radiance is a function of
where you position it (R3)
which way you point it (S2)
that amounts to 5 dimensions

• However, radiance is invariant along lines
• Radiance is a function of which line you put the detector on

that amounts to 4 dimensions
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Parameterizing lines

5

Linespace is 
topologically distinct 
from R4.

Therefore all these 
parameterizations 
have singularities or 
do not cover the 
whole space.

What does 
each one miss?
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Light fields in graphics
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• Sample radiance with a (u,v,s,t) 2-plane parameterization
think with a signal processing mentality
it’s all about sampling and reconstructing this 4D function

• Light Field [Levoy & Hanrahan 96] and Lumigraph [Gortler et al. 96]
• Plenoptic function [Adelson & Bergen 91]
• Integral Photography [Lippman 1908]
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Capturing light fields
• First approach: moving cameras or camera arrays

• Moving camera vs. moving & aiming vs. moving & shifting
moving & shifting gives (u,v,s,t) parameterization directly

7
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Slices of a light field: (u,v) and (s,t)
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from parallel planes (3a) generate fairly uniform patterns. In addi-
tion, arrangements where one plane is at infinity (4c) are better
than those with two finite planes (3a). Finally, because of symme-
try the spacing of samples in uv should in general be the same as
st. However, if the observer is likely to stand near the uv plane,
then it may be acceptable to sample uv less frequently than st.

3. Creation of light fields
In this section we discuss the creation of both virtual light

fields (from rendered images) and real light fields (from digitized
images). One method to create a light field would be to choose a
4D sampling pattern, and for each line sample, find the radiance.
This is easily done directly for virtual environments by a ray
tracer. This could also be done in a real environment with a spot
radiometer, but it would be very tedious. A more practical way to
generate light fields is to assemble a collection of images.

3.1. From rendered images
For a virtual environment, a light slab is easily generated

simply by rendering a 2D array of images. Each image represents
a slice of the 4D light slab at a fixed uv value and is formed by
placing the center of projection of the virtual camera at the sample

Figure 6: Tw o visualizations of a light field. (a) Each image in the array represents the rays arriving at one point on the uv plane from all points on the st
plane, as shown at left. (b) Each image represents the rays leaving one point on the st plane bound for all points on the uv plane. The images in (a) are off-
axis (i.e. sheared) perspective views of the scene, while the images in (b) look like reflectance maps. The latter occurs because the object has been placed
astride the focal plane, making sets of rays leaving points on the focal plane similar in character to sets of rays leaving points on the object.

Camera plane
        (uv)

Focal plane
       (st)

Field of view

Figure 5: The viewing geometry used to create a light slab from an
array of perspective images.

location on the uv plane. The only issue is that the xy samples of
each image must correspond exactly with the st samples. This is
easily done by performing a sheared perspective projection (figure
5) similar to that used to generate a stereo pair of images. Figure
6 shows the resulting 4D light field, which can be visualized either
as a uv array of st images or as an st array of uv images.

4
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Levoy & Hanrahan 96
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Slices of a light field: (u,s)
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Figure 5: Choice of resolution on the plane

antialiased with a bilinear filter. This analogy is pursued in
[16].
In Figure 16 we show images generated from Lumigraphs. The

geometric scene consisted of a partial cube with the pink face in
front, yellow face in back, and the brown face on the floor. These
Lumigraphs were generated using two different quadrature meth-
ods to approximate equation 1, and using two different sets of basis
functions, constant and quadralinear. In (a) and (c) only one sample
was used to compute eachLumigraph coefficient. In these examples
severe ghosting artifacts can be seen. In (b) and (d) numerical integ-
ration over the support of in was computed for each coefficient.
It is clear that best results are obtainedusingquadralinearbasis func-
tion, with a full quadrature method.

2.3.3 Resolution

An important decision is how to set the resolutions, and , that
best balance efficiency and the quality of the images reconstructed
from the Lumigraph. The choices for and are influenced by
the fact that we expect the visible surfaces of the object to lie closer
to the plane than the plane. In this case, , the resolution
of the plane, is closely related to the final image resolution and
thus a choice for close to final image resolution works best (we
consider a range of resolutions from 128 to 512).
One can gain some intuition for the choice of M by observing the

2D subset of the Lumigraph from a single grid point on the plane
(see in Figure 5(a)). If the surface of the object lies exactly on
the plane at a gridpoint, then all rays leaving that point represent
samples of the radiance function at a single position on the object’s
surface. Even when the object’s surface deviates from the plane
as in Figure 5(b), we can still expect the function across the plane
to remain smooth and thus a low resolution is sufficient. Thus a sig-
nificantly lower resolution for than can be expected to yield
good results. In our implementation we use values of ranging
from 16 to 64.

2.3.4 Use of Geometric Information

Assuming the radiance function of the object is well behaved,know-
ledge about the geometry of the object gives us information about
the coherenceof the associatedLumigraph function, and canbe used
to help define the shape of our basis functions.
Consider the ray in a two-dimensional Lumigraph (Fig-

ure 6). The closest grid point to this ray is . However,
gridpoints and are likely to contain values
closer to the true value at since these grid points represent
rays that intersect the object nearby the intersectionwith . This
suggests adapting the shape of the basis functions.
Supposewe know the depth value at which ray first inter-

sects a surface of the object. Then for a given , one can compute a
corresponding for a ray that intersects the same geomet-
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Figure 7: An slice of a Lumigraph

ric location on the object as the original ray . Let the depth
be at the plane and at the plane. The intersections can

then be found by examining the similar triangles in Figure 6,

(2)

It is instructive to view the same situation as in Figure 6(a), plot-
ted in ray space (Figure 6(b)). In this figure, the triangle is the ray

, and the circles indicate the nearby gridpoints in the discrete
Lumigraph. The diagonal line passing through indicates the
optical flow (in this case, horizontalmotion in 2D) of the intersection
point on the object as one moves back and forth in . The intersec-
tion of this line with and occurs at and respectively.
Figure 7 shows an slice through a three-dimensional

subspace of the Lumigraph for the ray-traced fruitbowl
used in Figure 19. The flow of pixel motion is along straight lines in
this space, but more than one motion may be present if the scene in-
cludes transparency. The slope of the flow lines corresponds to the
depth of the point on the object tracing out the line. Notice how the
function is coherent along these flow lines [4].
We expect the Lumigraph to be smooth along the optical flow

lines, and thus it would be beneficial to have the basis functions ad-
apt their shape correspondingly. The remappingof and values to
and performs this reshaping. The idea of shaping the support

of basis functions to closely match the structure of the function be-
ing approximated is used extensively in finite elementmethods. For
example, in the Radiosity method for image synthesis, the mesh of
elements is adapted to fit knowledgeabout the illumination function.

Assuming there has been no change in visibility.

46

Gortler et al. 96
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What to do with light field

10

• Obvious: move camera around on (u,v) plane
interpolate between images
quality will depend on sampling rate relative to aperture size

• In 4D space this is bilinear interpolation along the u and v 
directions only
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Example of moving the observer 

Marc Levoy
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Example of moving the observer 
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What to do with light field

12

• Less obvious: move the camera anywhere you want
after all, you have all the rays recorded separately
quality will depend on sampling rate relative to aperture size

• In 4D space this is slicing along a non-axis-aligned plane
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What to do with light field
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• Less obvious: move the camera anywhere you want
after all, you have all the rays recorded separately
quality will depend on sampling rate relative to aperture size

• In 4D space this is slicing along a non-axis-aligned plane
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Example of moving the observer 

Marc Levoy
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Moving backward and forward 
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What to do with light field
• Also perhaps non-obvious: create shallow depth of field

• Synthetic aperture integration
integrate over rays through an imaginary large aperture
(cf. synthetic aperture radar)

Vaish et al CVPR 04
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Light field camera

15

thin lens object
plane

s1

s2u1

u2
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Light field camera
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Light field camera

16

 chapter . light fields and photographs

Figure .: Parameterization for the light 3eld 4owing into the camera.

the photosensor. Let us refer to u as the directional axis, because the u intercept on the lens
determines the direction at which the ray strikes the sensor. In addition, let us refer to x as
the spatial axis. Of course in general the ray exists in d andwewould consider intersections
(u, v) at the lens and (x, y) on the 3lm plane. Let us refer to the value of the light 3eld along
the depicted ray as L(x, y, u, v), or L(x, u) if we are considering the d simpli3cation.

6e Cartesian ray-space diagram on the right in Figure . is a more abstract represen-
tation of the two-dimensional light 3eld. 6e ray depicted on the le7 is shown as a point
(x, u) on the Cartesian ray-space. In general each possible ray in the diagram on the le7
corresponds to a di8erent point on the ray-space diagram on the right, as suggested by Fig-
ure .. 6e function de3ned over the ray-space plane is the d light 3eld. Adelson and
Bergen [Adelson and Bergen ] used these kinds of diagrams to illustrate simple fea-
tures in the plenoptic function. Levoy and Hanrahan [] used it to visualize the density
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Light field camera

17

 chapter . light fields and photographs

Figure .: 4e cone of rays summed to produce one pixel in a photograph.

which arrive at the sensor from more oblique angles, contribute less energy to the value of
the pixel. Another example is that the photosensitive portion of a pixel in a cmos sensor is
typically obscured by an overlay of metal wires [Catrysse and Wandell ], so rays from
unshadowed directions will contribute more light. Nevertheless, these directional e7ects
are in some sense undesirable artifacts due to physical or implementation limitations, and
Figure . neglects them in illustrating the formation of somewhat idealized photographs.

Figure . draws in blue the cone of rays contributing to one photograph pixel value.
4is cone corresponds (in d) to the blue vertical strip on the ray-space diagram because
the rays in the cone share the same x 8lm intercept, but vary over all u positions on the lens.
Of course di7erent pixels in the photograph have di7erent x intercepts, so they correspond
to di7erent vertical lines on the ray-space.

In fact, the ray-space drawn in Figure . is overlaid with vertical strips, where each strip
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Light field camera

18

.. a plenoptic camera records the light field 

Figure .: Sampling of a photograph’s light 5eld provided by a plenoptic camera.

camera the width of a grid column is the width of a photosensor pixel. In the plenoptic
camera, on the other hand, the grid cells are shorter and wider. 6e column width is the
width of a microlens, and the column is vertically divided into the number of pixels across
the width of the microlens. In other words, the plenoptic camera sampling grid provides
more speci5city in the u directional axis but less speci5city in the x spatial axis, assuming a
constant number of photosensor pixels.

6is is the fundamental trade-o7 taken by the light 5eld approach to imaging. For a 5xed
sensor resolution, collecting directional resolution results in lower resolution 5nal images,
with essentially as many pixels as microlenses. On the other hand, using a higher-resolution
sensor allows us to add directional resolution by collecting more data, without necessarily
sacri5cing 5nal image resolution. As discussed in the introductory chapter, much higher
resolution sensors may be possible in today’s semiconductor technology. Finally, Section .
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 chapter . recording a photograph’s light field

(z) (z)

Figure .: Raw light 5eld photograph read o6 the photosensor underneath the microlens
array. 7e 5gure shows a crop of approximately one quarter the full image so that the mi-
crolenses are clearly visible in print.

Light field  camera native 
image: (s,t) is outer loop; 
(u,v) is inner loop

[Ren Ng thesis]
Characteristic behavior: objects at the 
focus plane become constant-colored 
circles; more distant points look like 
inverted views of a small area of the 
image.
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 chapter . recording a photograph’s light field

(z) (z)

Figure .: Sub-aperture images of the light 6eld photograph in Figure .. Images z and
z are close-ups of the indicated regions at the top and bottom of the array, respectively.

Transposed image: (u,v) is 
the outer loop, (s,t) is the 
inner loop.

[Ren Ng thesis]
Characteristic behavior: the constant-uv 
images correspond to cameras located 
at different positions in the lens’s 
entrance pupil.  Note vertical parallax 
between these two images.
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 chapter . recording a photograph’s light field

(z) (z)

Figure .: Epipolar images of the light 5eld photograph in Figure .. Images z and z are
close-ups of the indicated regions at the top and bottom of the array, respectively.

.. three views of the recorded light field 

photograph of Figure .. Computing the conventional photograph that would have formed
with the full lens aperture is equivalent to summing the array of sub-aperture images, sum-
ming all the light coming through the lens.

Epipolar Images

1e third view is the most abstract, presenting an array of what are called epipolar images of
the light 2eld (see Figure .). Each epipolar image is the d slice of the light 2eld where y

and v are 2xed, and x and u vary. In Figure ., y varies up the array of images and v varies
to the right. Within each epipolar image, x increases horizontally (with a spatial resolution

Rows of pixels shown in epipolar
images of Figures . z and z.

of  pixels), and u varies up the image (with a di-
rectional resolution of about  pixels). 1us, the
zoomed images in Figure . show 2ve (x, u) epipo-
lar images, arrayed vertically.

1ese zoomed images illustrate the well-known
fact that depth of objects in the scene can be esti-
mated from the slope of lines in the epipolar im-
ages [Bolles et al. ; Forsyth and Ponce ].
1e greater the slope, the greater the disparity as we
move across u on the lens, indicating a further dis-
tance from the world focal plane. For example, the
zoomed image of Figure . z corresponds to 2ve
rows of pixels in a conventional photograph that cut
through the nose of the girl in the foreground and the arm of the girl in blue in the back-
ground, as shown on the image on this page. In Image z, the negative slope of the blue lines
correspond to the further distance of the girl in blue. 1e vertical lines of the nose of the
girl in the foreground show that she is on the focal plane. As another example, Figure . z
comes from the pixels on the nose of the man in the middle ground. 1e intermediate slope
of these lines indicates that the man is sitting between the two girls.

An important interpretation of these epipolar images is that they are graphs of the light
2eld in the parameterization of the d ray-space diagrams such as Figure . b. Figure .
provides a database of such graphs for di<erent (y, v) slices of the d light 2eld.

Epipolar plane 
format: (v,t) is the 
outer loop and (s,u) 
is the inner loop.

[Ren Ng thesis]

Characteristic behavior: points in 
scene become lines with slope 
depending on distance.  Objects 
at focus plane produce vertical 
features; more distant objects 
produce negative slopes.
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closer viewpoint (α = 0.9)

farther viewpoint (α = 1.1)
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closer viewpoint (α = 0.9)

farther viewpoint (α = 1.1)
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closer focus (α = 0.9) closer focus farther focus (α = 1.1)
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closer focus (α = 0.9) closer focus farther focus (α = 1.1)
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Depth of field and sub-apertures

full
aperture

DOF

sub-aperture DOF


